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WHAT IS BAUHAUS ?

No other art school has left its mark on contemporary architecture as 
that of Bauhaus.
Founded in Weimar in 1919, the Bauhaus movement revolutionised
views on aesthetics and architecture in subsequent years.
100 years on, it can be said that Bauhaus was the most significant 
school of architecture, design as well as 20th-century free and applied 
arts.

More information about Bauhaus: www.bauhaus100.com

http://www.bauhaus100.com/
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BAUHAUS CLASSICS
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BAUHAUS CLASSICS

Baby cradle by Peter Keller 
– design influenced by W. Kandinsky

Wagenfeld Lamp
– designed in 1924 by Wilhelm Wagenfeld
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BAUHAUS CLASSICS

Tubular steel desk by Marcel Breuer "Wassily Chair" by Marcel Breuer
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BAUHAUS CLASSICS

The tubular steel chair as a Bauhaus classic
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BAUHAUS CLASSICS
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BAUHAUS TODAY - KEYWORDS

Departure, reduction, liberation, no more ballast,
“Form follows function“, design, clarity, focus on the essential
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BAUHAUS TODAY

What connects Bauhaus with the present?

In an increasingly fast and complex world, the reduction to the
essential is of vital importance – clarity and focus are keywords of the
young generation. Unnecessary ballast should be eliminated. 
Liberation from anything which seems redundant.

Beauty lies in simplicity and not in abundance! This is a central
response to major social questions of the present.

Here the Bauhaus doctrine finds a greater focus.
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WHAT CONNECTS US WITH BAUHAUS?

Clean, reduced forms, functional details and colours are core 
components and form the basic principles of the Bauhaus approach. 
LEUCHTTURM1917 also gears its product development along these 
lines. Bauhaus has always been a source of inspiration for us, and we 
can truly relate to it.
Consequently, we have decided to create a special edition to reflect 
this.



Wassily Kandinsky, painter, graphic artist, art theorist 
and teacher of the Bauhaus movement, summed it up 
with the following: “Everything starts from a dot”.
Creativity emerges in the mind, but if it is to be given 
to the real world, it must leave the mind and travel 
through the hand to a sheet of paper, and always 
begins ... with a dot.
The first point of contact between thought and paper, 
a decisive moment.
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EVERYTHING STARTS FROM A DOT.
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100 YEARS BAUHAUS

Form follows function. 
LEUCHTTURM1917 celebrates the geometry of design and 100 years 
of Bauhaus with the “Everything starts from a dot.” centenary edition. 
Primal, primary and pure writing pleasure.
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100 YEARS BAUHAUS – SPECIAL EDITION
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100 YEARS BAUHAUS – SPECIAL EDITION

Notebooks

A characteristic feature of the notebooks, which make up 
this series, is the Wassily Kandinsky quote embossed on 
the front cover: “Everything starts from a dot.”

The cover, fore-edge, flyleaf and linear print all come in a 
matching colour. A brief profile of Wassily Kandinsky is 
featured on the endpaper.

These books contain all the well-known LEUCHTTURM1917 
details, such as index, page numbers, 2 bookmarks and a 
sticker set for labelling and archiving.
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100 YEARS BAUHAUS – SPECIAL EDITION

Pen Loop and Pencil

Besides the special edition notebooks, there are 
matching pencils and pen loops which are colour-
coordinated and all feature the Kandinsky quote: 
“Everything starts from a dot.”

Consequently, the products make up a complementary 
unit.

The pencils and pen loops come in red, lemon, royal and 
black. The notebooks, pencils and pen loops are 
available as a SET, including display, in two different 
packages.
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100 YEARS BAUHAUS – SPECIAL EDITION

Display
The Bauhaus display completes the 
communication at the POS. It is
modular and can be equipped with
20 or 40 notebooks.

Display with
40 notebooks

Display with
20 notebooks


